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Effect of aluminum on neurological recovery in rats
following spinal cord injury
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Object. This investigation was undertaken to study the effect of aluminum on neurobehavioral, electrophysiological,
structural, and biochemical changes in rats following spinal cord injury (SCI).
Methods. Adult male Sprague–Dawley rats classified into different groups were given aluminum sulfate–dosed drinking water in the concentrations of 0%, 0.25%, 0.5% and 1%, respectively. After 30 days of aluminum treatment, the animals were subjected to spinal cord trauma. Laminectomy was performed at T7–8 in anesthetized rats, followed by placement of a compression plate (2.2  5 mm) loaded with a 35-g weight over the exposed spinal cord for 5 minutes. Control
animals underwent the same surgical procedure, but the compression injury was not induced (sham). Postoperative neurological function was assessed using the inclined-plane test and by obtaining a modified Tarlov score and vocal/sensory
score daily for 10 days. Electrophysiological changes were assessed using corticomotor evoked potentials, whereas pathological changes were assessed by light microscopy. The level of vitamin E in the spinal cord was measured as an index of
antioxidant defense. The behavioral, biochemical, and histological analyses were performed in a blinded fashion.
Conclusions. Analysis of results obtained in the behavioral studies revealed that the compression of spinal cord produced transient paraparesis in which a maximum motor deficit occurred at Day 1 following SCI and resolved over a period of 10 days. Administration of aluminum significantly impaired the recovery following SCI. Analysis of the results of
the biochemical, electrophysiological, and histopathological studies also confirmed the deleterious effects of aluminum on
recovery from SCI in rats.
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PINAL cord injury is considered to be a major cause
of disability and has many physical, psychological,
and social ramifications.14 The main causes of traumatic SCI are motor vehicle accidents, sports and recreational activities, accidents at work, and falls at home.72 In
clinical and experimental studies it has been shown that
after traumatic SCI a series of pathophysiological events
occur in and around the injured tissue that may lead to partial disability or complete paralysis.65 It has been hypothesized that there are two mechanisms that play important
roles following SCI. The primary injury mechanism
includes acute compression, laceration, destruction, and
shear of spinal cord tissue.13,30,62 Allen4 was the first to
describe the concept of secondary injury following neurotrauma. According to this theory, the primary insult may
lead to a variety of secondary changes that cause destruction of spinal cord as a result of vascular changes, loss of
autoregulation, systemic hypotension, hemorrhage,
thrombosis, and vasospasm.73 The series of biochemical,
pathological, and immunological events that occur in the
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Abbreviations used in this paper: CMEP = corticomotor evoked
potential; CNS = central nervous system; SCI = spinal cord injury.
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period of hours to days following initial injury might be
more hazardous than the damage caused by primary
impact.29 It has been shown in recent studies that any preexisting disease or concomitant exposure to toxic chemicals may significantly impair recovery from neurotraumatic injury.2,28,31,44,68
Since the first weight-drop model developed by Allen4 in
1911, several experimental models based on compressive
injury have been designed to simulate human SCI.50,59,71
Although Allen’s model has the advantage of its dynamic
similarity to the clinical situation found in human SCI, its
major shortcoming is the lack of reproducibility.73 The static-load technique introduced by Nystrom, et al.,50 produces
reproducible injury: the combined contusive and ischemic
lesions mimic the compressive injury found in spinal cord
injured–patients in whom vertebral body dislocation and
cervical wedge fractures have occurred.50,80 In traumatic
SCIs in humans, the chance of therapeutic success is greatest among those who have sustained an incomplete injury.50
The static-load compression model, which produces an
incomplete injury followed by a well-defined recovery pattern, has been used extensively for pharmacological intervention studies in the recent years.2,55,67,68,77
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Aluminum is the third most abundant element (accounting for 8%) in the earth’s crust. The major sources of aluminum exposure include the use of aluminum salts in
municipal water treatment plants,79 use of aluminum utensils,42 aluminum-containing phosphate binders,66
antacids,58 toothpastes,75 and consumption of aluminumcontaminated beverages45 and nutrient solutions39 and,
accidental spills of aluminum salts in water.5 Its concentration in water varies from a few tenths to hundreds of
micrograms per liter.24 The daily dietary intake of aluminum in humans from food and water ranges between 3
mg and 100 mg,27 and a serum aluminum level up to 10
g/L is considered safe.20 Ingestion of aluminum-containing antacids would cause an additional exposure of
approximately 5 g of aluminum per day,43 which might
lead to a 10-fold increase in serum aluminum in an individual with normal kidney function.49 On the other hand,
use of antacids or phosphate-binders in patients with
impaired renal function has been shown to cause a 40- to
100-fold increase in these serum levels.8,76 The increase in
aluminum body burden may lead to neurotoxicity, nephrotoxicity, osteodystrophy, and hypochromic anemia.6,22,48
Taking into account the aforementioned facts, the present
investigation was undertaken to study the effect of aluminum on neurological recovery following SCI in rats.
Materials and Methods
Animals and Drugs
Adult male Sprague–Dawley rats weighing 180 to 200 g were
housed in a temperature-controlled room and maintained in a 12hour light/dark cycle. Standard laboratory animal food and aluminum-dosed drinking water were freely available throughout the
study. Four treatment groups (eight rats each) were treated with 0%,
0.25%, 0.50%, and 1% of aluminum sulfate (Al2[SO4]3  18 H2O) in
drinking water, respectively, for 30 days before being subjected to
SCI. The selected doses were similar to those used in several recently published studies.1,16,26,69 These doses are equivalent to 0 mg, 375
mg, 750 mg, and 1500 mg of aluminum per day consumed by
humans weighing 70 kg and are similar to the amounts usually present in antacids ingested by people with peptic disorders. Recently,
we observed that administration of 0.25 to 1% of aluminum sulfate
in drinking water produced a several-fold increase in serum aluminum levels in rats.69 All the experiments in the present study were
undertaken according to the guidelines provided by the Research
and Ethical Committee of Armed Forces Hospital, Riyadh, Saudi
Arabia.
Spinal Cord Injury
After 30 days of aluminum treatment, the animals were subjected to spinal trauma according to the method described by Nystrom
and Berglund.51 The animals received an anesthetic of chloral
hydrate (400 mg/kg subcutaneously) and a T7–8 laminectomy was
performed, leaving the dura intact. A slightly curved rectangular
compression plate (2.2  5 mm) loaded with a weight of 35 g was
gently placed over the exposed spinal cord for 5 minutes. The
wound was closed in layers, and the animal was allowed to recover
from anesthesia. Animals in the control group underwent the same
surgical procedure but without receiving any compression injury
(sham treatment). All the animals received intramuscular injection
of gentamicin (2 mg/kg) daily for 3 days after surgery. The bladder
was pressed manually twice a day to avoid urinary complications.
Behavioral Studies
Neurological function following SCI was assessed daily for 10
days by obtaining a modified Tarlov score,70 a Rivlin and Tator
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angled-plane score,60 and a vocal/sensory score.10 A modified Tarlov score was used to assess the hindlimb function as follows: 0 =
total paraplegia of hindlimbs; 1 = no spontaneous movement but
responds to hindlimb pinch; 2 = spontaneous movement; 3 = able to
support weight but not able to walk; 4 = walks with gross deficit;
5 = walks with mild deficit on broad flat surface; 6 = able to walk
on broad, flat surface and support weight on a 1.8-cm-wide ledge;
and 7 = walks on ledge.
The angled-plane test consisted of measuring the maximum angle
at which an animal can support its weight on an inclined board measured in degrees (0–90˚). The board was covered with a rubber mat
consisting of 1-mm-high ridges. The animals were placed transversely on the inclined plane, and the highest angle the animal
maintained for 5 seconds was recorded and described as the “capacity angle.” For every test session three separate measurements were
made, and the mean score was determined.
The sensory/vocal score was measured by administering a noxious stimulus (pinching with a toothed forceps) to the hindlimb of
the animals.10 The response of the hindlimb to stimulus was graded
as follows: 0 = no response; 1 = withdrawal from pinch without
vocalization; 2 = vocalization without withdrawal; and 3 = vocalization and withdrawal. For biochemical and histological studies,
eight additional animals from each group were killed at 4 hours, 24
hours, 5 days, and 10 days post-SCI. All the behavioral, biochemical, and histological tests were performed in blinded fashion.
Analysis of -Tocopherol in Spinal Cord Tissue
The level of -tocopherol (vitamin E) in spinal cord tissue was
analyzed using high-performance liquid chromatography according
to the method described by Dexter, et al.19 The injured site of the
spinal cord (a 50-mg sample) was homogenized in a tube containing 1 ml of Tris buffer (50 mM, pH 7.6) and 3 ml of 1.5% ethanolic pyrogallol. The homogenate was incubated at 70˚C in a water
bath for 5 minutes, 150 l of 10 M potassium hydroxide was added
to each tube, and additional incubation (70˚C) occurred for 30 minutes. The mixture was cooled in an ice bath to room temperature and
extracted with 2 ml of hexane. The organic layer was separated after
centrifugation, and the aqueous homogenate was further extracted
with another 2 ml of hexane. The two hexane extracts were combined and evaporated in nitrogen and stored at 70˚C for future
analysis.
The high-performance liquid chromatography instrument (Waters Associates Inc., Medford, MA) consisted of a solvent delivery
pump (Model 510), autoinjector (Model 712), UV-Visible detector
(Model 481), and integrator (Model 740). The column used was
Bondapak C-18, 3.9  150 mm (Waters Associates, Inc.), made of
stainless steel. The mobile phase consisted of 95% chromatography-grade methanol in deionized water. The flow rate of the
mobile phase was adjusted to 1.5 ml/minute, and the absorbance
was measured at 280 nm following a 60-l injection. The level of
vitamin E was calculated using a calibration curve.
Electrophysiological Monitoring
Corticomotor evoked potentials were measured using an electromyography system (MS92; Medelec, England) in which the
active disc electrode was placed epidurally over the right motor cortex area, whereas the reference needle electrode was placed over the
nasion of the anesthetized (400-mg/kg chloral hydrate) rat. A
grounding electrode was placed into the skin of the back. Two needle electrodes were placed into the lateral muscle mass of the left
hindlimb and foot pad, respectively, to apply electrical stimulation.
Transcortical stimulation was achieved by applying a constant
square wave pulse of 0.1 msec in duration at 1 Hz at an intensity of
50 V (the stimulus was amplified and filtered in the range of 10–500
Hz). The time base was set at 50 msec.
Histological Examination
The rats were anesthetized with ether, and intracardiac perfusion
was performed with isotonic saline followed by 10% neutral
buffered formalin. After perfusion, the injured portion of the spinal
cord was removed, embedded in paraffin, and 6-m sections were
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FIG. 1. Left: Graph showing the effect of aluminum (AL) on Tarlov score in spinal cord–injured rats. #p  0.05;
##p  0.01 compared with SHAM and *p  0.05; **p  0.01 compared with SCI group. Center: Effect of aluminum
on sensory and vocal score in spinal cord–injured rats. #p  0.01 compared with SHAM; *p  0.01 compared with SCI
group. Right: Effect of aluminum on inclined-plane capacity angle in spinal cord–injured rats. #p  0.05; ##p  0.01
compared with SHAM and *p  0.05; **p  0.01 compared with SCI group. All analyses were performed using the
Dunnett test. Pre = preoperative; SE = standard error.

cut and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. The slides were viewed
under a light microscope to study the structural changes.
Statistical Analysis
Data were examined using analysis of variance followed by
Dunnett’s multiple-range test for comparing different treatment
groups. A p value of  0.05 was considered significant.

Results
Tarlov Score

There was no significant postoperative change in Tarlov
score in sham-treated animals compared with preoperative
score (Fig. 1 left). A highly significant decrease in Tarlov
score was observed on Day 1 following SCI, which gradually recovered over a period of 10 days. Administration
of aluminum significantly and dose dependently deteriorated the recovery rate following SCI.
Sensory and Vocal Score

There was a significant decrease in the sensory/vocal
score at 24 hours (Day 1) postinjury, which recovered to
preinjury level on Day 5 (Fig. 1 center). Treatment of rats
with a low dose (0.25%) of aluminum failed to produce
any effect on SCI-induced deterioration of sensory/vocal
score, whereas medium and high doses significantly and
dose dependently delayed the recovery of sensory/vocal
scores following SCI.
Inclined-Plane Capacity Angle

Spinal compression produced a maximum deterioration
of the rat’s ability to walk on an inclined plane on Day 1
postinjury; this was followed by a gradual recovery over a
period of 10 days. A low dose (0.25%) of aluminum failed
to affect SCI-induced deterioration of capacity angle,
whereas medium and high doses significantly and dose
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dependently slowed the recovery of the animal’s ability to
walk on the inclined plane. (Fig. 1 right).
Vitamin E Levels
A significant depletion of vitamin E was found in spinal
cord tissue obtained in rats on Days 1 and 5 postinjury
(Fig. 2). Pretreatment with aluminum produced no change
in vitamin E level in noninjured animals; however, aluminum dose dependently potentiated SCI-induced depletion of vitamin E in spinal cord.
Electrophysiological Monitoring

There was a significant reduction in the amplitude of
CMEP activity following SCI at 4 hours and 24 hours, and
this recovered to normal on Day 10 postinjury (Figs. 3 and
4 left). There was no significant difference in the amplitude
of CMEP between SCI-alone group and SCI combined with
aluminum-treated groups at 4 or 24 hours postinjury. However, on Day 10 the level of CMEP amplitude in aluminum
and SCI-treated groups was significantly lower when compared with the SCI alone–treated group. On the other hand,
SCI significantly increased the latency of the evoked potential at 4 hours and 24 hours, which partially recovered over
a period of 10 days (Fig. 3b). Treatment of animals with aluminum significantly potentiated the SCI-induced increase in
the latency of evoked potentials (Fig. 3b).
Histological Examination

Spinal cord sections obtained in sham-operated animals
appeared normal (Fig. 4 upper right). The spinal cord sections obtained from injured animals showed focal demyelination of white matter in the posterior column of
spinal cord and focal loss of neurons in the gray matter.
Foci of granularity and vacuolation were demonstrated in
the white matter (Fig. 4 center right). Administration of
aluminum produced more severe degenerative changes in
the spinal cord following SCI (Fig. 4 lower right).
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FIG. 2. Bar graph showing the effects of SCI alone and with aluminum treatment of vitamin E levels (mean  SE) measured in
spinal cord at different postinjury periods. #p  0.05; ##p  0.01
compared with control; and *p  0.01 compared with SCI group.
Dunnett’s test was used for all analyses. d = days; h = hours.

Discussion
The results of our behavioral studies (Fig. 1) demonstrated that the compression of spinal cord for 5 minutes
produced transient paraparesis in which there was a maximum motor deficit at 24 hours postinjury, which recovered gradually over a period of 10 days. These observations are in agreement with the findings of earlier
investigators who observed nearly complete functional
recovery following compressive SCI.34,50,68 Administration
of aluminum significantly and dose dependently slowed
the recovery of neurobehavioral function following SCI
(Fig. 1). The deleterious effects of aluminum on SCI were
also confirmed by our electrophysiological (Figs. 3 and 4
left) and histopathological observations (Fig. 4 right).
Aluminum can easily cross the blood–brain barrier,54 and
chronic exposure to this element has been shown to produce its accumulation in the brain and spinal cord, leading
to neurotoxicity16,35,53 and axonal degeneration.38 Aluminum has been identified as an important factor underlying
the development of encephalopathy that occurs in the
patients receiving long-term hemodialysis.3 Neurological
disorders such as amylotrophic lateral sclerosis,56 senile
dementia of the Alzheimer type,15 and parkinsonism23,56
have also been associated with aluminum toxicity.
The mechanism by which aluminum impairs recovery
following SCI is far from clear. Primary mechanical insult
due to compression may result in a loss of axons, rupture
of arterioles and venules, vascular ischemia, and disturbance of calcium homeostasis.9,78 It is well established that
calcium entry through voltage-sensitive channels plays an
important role in the pathophysiology of secondary tissue
damage following CNS trauma.84 Aluminum has a high
affinity for biological ligands, which typically bind essential trace elements including calcium in the body.36,74
Chronic exposure of aluminum also decreases calcium–
adenosine triphosphatase leading to the inhibition of calcium efflux and its accumulation in cells.74 Thus, the
altered calcium homeostasis and decrease in sodium/poJ. Neurosurg: Spine / Volume 93 / October, 2000

FIG. 3. Bar graphs showing amplitude (a) and latency (b) measurements of CMEP in different treatment groups at 4 hours, 24
hours, and 10 days postinjury. #p  0.01 compared with SHAM
and *p  0.01 compared with respective SCI group. Dunnett’s test
was used for all analyses. ms = milliseconds.

tassium–adenosine triphosphatase activity following exposure to aluminum as well as SCI may to some extent
contribute to the poor neurological recovery following
dual insult.
A role of monoaminergic and cholinergic transmitters
in the secondary injury mechanism of CNS trauma has
been suggested by several investigators.33,41,61 The level of
5-hydroxytryptamine in spinal cord is rapidly elevated
following blunt force or compression injury, and 5-hydroxytryptamine receptor antagonists have been shown to
improve recovery following neurotraumatic injury.64
Wenk and Stemmer81 reported that aluminum significantly alters monoamine levels in the CNS. Furthermore, traumatic brain injury is also accompanied by activation of
cholinergic activity and scopolamine, a cholinergic blocker that has been shown to attenuate motor deficits following neurotrauma.46 Aluminum has been shown to enhance
cholinergic activity by inhibiting cholinesterase enzyme.25
Thus, the role of various transmitters as modulators of
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FIG. 4. Left: Corticomotor evoked potentials recorded in rats
pre- and post-SCI with and without aluminum treatment. Right:
Photomicrographs of spinal cord sections obtained in rats from different treatment groups: control (upper), SCI without aluminum
treatment (center), and SCI with aluminum treatment (lower).
Administration of aluminum produced more severe structural
changes in the spinal cord–injured rats. H & E, original magnification  27.

CNS injury and their modification by aluminum warrants
additional studies.
In recent studies the authors have suggested a key role
of ischemia and reperfusion in neuronal damage following
SCI.32,40,47 The degree of early reperfusion hyperemia after
decompression of spinal cord was proportional to electrophysiological recovery after neurotrauma.11 The ischemia–reperfusion injury is accompanied by excessive
production of oxygen-derived free radicals and enhanced
lipid peroxidation,32,47,57 whereas antioxidants have been
shown to attenuate ischemic SCI.7,17,82 Analysis of the
results obtained in our biochemical studies revealed a significant depletion of vitamin E level in sections of injured
spinal cord (Fig. 2). Our findings are in agreement with
those reported by Saunders, et al.,63 who observed a highly significant decrease in vitamin E levels in samples of
injured spinal cord tissue. These authors suggested that
endogenous vitamin E is quickly consumed by scavenging
excessive free radicals produced as a result of a compressive injury.7,18 Aluminum exposure has been shown to
increase lipid peroxidation both in vivo12,52 and in vitro.21,83
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In our study, administration of aluminum significantly
exacerbated the depletion of vitamin E in the spinal cord
of injured rats (Fig. 2). Julka and Gill37 also reported a significant depletion of antioxidant enzymes in different
brain regions of aluminum-treated rats. Aluminum promotes physical changes in cell membranes that render
them more susceptible to free radical attack (Oteiza, et al.,
unpublished data), suggesting its ability to aggravate oxidative stress–mediated neuronal injury following neurotrauma.
In conclusion, the results of this study clearly indicate
that the neurological function and recovery rate following
SCI are significantly impaired in rats exposed to aluminum. Additional studies are warranted to investigate the
exact mechanism of aluminum-induced deterioration of
recovery following SCI.
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